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ABSTRACT
In this paper we derive analytically the optimal set of relays for the maximal destination signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in a
two-hop amplify-and-forward cooperative network with frequency-selective fading channels. Simple rules are derived
to determine the optimal relays from all available candidates. Our results show that a node either participates in relaying
with full power or does not participate in relaying at all, and that a node is a valid relay if and only if its SNR is higher
than the optimal destination SNR. In addition, we develop a simple distributed algorithm for each node to determine
whether participating in relaying by comparing its own SNR with the broadcasted destination SNR. This algorithm has
extremely low overhead, and is shown to converge to the optimal solution fast and exactly within a finite number of
iterations. The extremely high efficiency makes it especially suitable to time-varying mobile networks.
Keywords: Cooperative Transmission; Amplify and Forward Relaying; Signal to Noise Ratio; Distributed Algorithm;
Linear-Fractional Programming

1. Introduction
Cooperative communication has attracted great attention
because it can exploit redundant communication nodes to
enhance transmission performance. The general idea is to
use these nodes to achieve the benefits of antenna array
or multi-hop transmissions. Some cooperative transmission techniques have already been standardized in wireless networks such as the 4th Generation cellular systems
and IEEE 802.16 m.
Although cooperative communications have received
extensive investigation, some fundamental issues remain
challenging. One of such issues is how to select relays
optimally from all available redundant nodes. Another issue is how to implement such selection efficiently in a
distributed environment. For the first issue, there are
many important results published on single-relay selection [1,2]. In contrast, the multiple-relay selection problem, i.e., finding the optimal set of relays from a large
group of candidates, is more challenging [3-10].
There have been extensive research on the performance of multiple relays [11-17], such as the outage capacity or the optimal power allocation of fixed number of
relays. As to the challenge of optimal relay set selection,
for a special two-phase dual-hop relaying network with
amplify-and-forward (AF) relaying, it has been shown in
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

[5] that all the nodes should be used as relays for an optimal transmit-beamforming-like cooperative transmission
if perfect global channel state information (CSI) is available. Under a less stringent assumption (specifically, without global CSI, without perfect synchronization among
nodes, etc.), it has been shown in [10] that only some
nodes should participate in relaying.
For the issue of implementing relay selection, many
existing cooperation schemes are based on centralized
optimization algorithms, where all the nodes have to send
their information to a central node. Obviously, this may
suffer from big overhead, large delay, as well as reliability/security issues, in particular in highly mobile networks
[13], or networks with high cost of feedback [16] and
synchronization [17].
The optimal relay selection rules developed in [5] and
[10] are complex functions involving all the nodes, which
mean that all the nodes should share their information
through extensive handshaking before relays can be selected. This not only causes severe cooperation overhead
but also makes the selections not scalable in large networks. Many existing distributed algorithms [4,5,13] for
multiple relay selection in general do not scale well in
large networks because of the requirement of channel
feedback, synchronization, and parameter broadcasts
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among the nodes. It is still an open problem as to how to
implement the relays selection in a distributed yet efficient manner.
In this paper, we address the two issues by first analyzing and simplifying the rules of the optimal selection
of multiple relays in wireless networks with frequency
selective fading channels. Then, we propose an efficient
distributed algorithm with which each candidate node
can determine by itself whether to participate in relaying.
We will show that this algorithm can guarantee a rapid
convergence within a finite number of iterations to the
optimal solution, and has extremely low overhead.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section
2, we give the system model. In Section 3, we develop
the optimal relay selection and propose the distributed
algorithm. Simulations will be conducted in Section 4
and the conclusion will be given in Section 5.

ET AL.

phases for demodulation. We omit the details of the modulation and demodulation. But rather, we focus on analyzing the SNR of the received signals.
During the first phase, the signal received by the node
i , for i  1, , N  1 (including the destination node), is
xi  n   g 0i P01 s  n   h0i  n   vi  n  ,

2
E  xi  n    g 0i P01   i2



  1 where E  denotes ex
n
pectation. We consider the linear time-invariant channels
in this paper. But the results can also be applied when the
channels are slowly time-varying. The maximum transmission power of each node i is Pi . Note that different
nodes can have different maximum transmission powers.
We adopt the two-phase dual-hop relaying scheme.
During the first phase, the source node broadcasts the signal s  n  to all the other nodes. Then all the nodes selected as relays transmit their received signals to the destination node during the second phase. The destination
node will combine the received signals during these two
2

P01 g 0i

 i2

, i  1, , N  1

si  n  

Pi
xi  n 
2

E  xi  n  



xd  n 
N
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(Node N+1)
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Figure 1. Dual-hop cooperative wireless network with N
candidate relay nodes, each with SNR  i which equals to
the “nominal edge SNR”  0 i after optimization. The des-
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(5)

i 0

Node N
γ Ν =β0Ν

tination node has SNR  d   N 1 .

(4)

where Pi  Pi is the actual relaying (transmission) power.
We let Pi  0 for those nodes that do not participate in
relaying. Note that the transmitted signal si  n  includes
both information signal s  n  and noise vi  n  . In this
sense, not all candidate nodes may work as relays, and
relays may not transmit at their full transmission power.
We consider the case that the relays are not synchronized with each other in time. Each relay i may have a
unique (and random) delay  i , N 1 when transmitting to
the destination node. Therefore, the destination node’s
received signal is
  gi , N 1 si  n   i , N 1   hi , N 1  n   i , N 1   vd  n 

Node 1
γ 1=β01

(3)

During the second phase, the relays conduct amplifyand-forward (AF) cooperative transmissions. Each relay
amplifies its received signal and transmits the following
amplified signal

as hij  n  is the random channel coefficient with unit

 E  hij  n 

(2)

In this phase, the SNR of each receiving node i is

i 

We consider a wireless ad-hoc network with a source
node (Node 0), a destination node (Node N  1 ), and N
other nodes that can potentially work as relays, as illustrated in Figure 1. The edge  i, j  from the node i to
the node j has discrete frequency-selective fading
channel gij hij  n  where gij is the power gain where-

(1)

where P01  P0 is the source node’s transmission power
during the first phase, vi  n  is additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) with zero-mean and variance  i2 . We use
 to denote convolution. Assume the signal s  n  has
unit power. The power of the received signal xi  n  is
thus

2. System Model

gain, i.e.,

141

where we use  d to make the variables different from
the corresponding variables   N 1 of the destination
node N  1 in the first phase (1)-(3). We allow the
source node to transmit again in this phase, and its transmitted signal is denoted as
s0  n   P02 s  n  ,

(6)

where P02  P0 is the source node’s transmission power
during the second phase. Note that this second transmission of the source node is an option only within our
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framework. If it does not happen, then we can just let
P02  0 to remove its effect from all the results derived
in this paper.
With our AF transmission, the relaying nodes do not
need to estimate channels or to conduct demodulation.
The relay nodes do not have to synchronize timing with
each other either. This greatly reduces the cooperation
overhead. This is in contrast to many other cooperative relaying setting, in particular to the transmit-beamformingbased cooperation scheme such as [4,5]. To realize transmit beamforming, each relay has to know both its receiving channel and its transmitting channel, and has to guarantee perfect timing synchronization with other relays. To
acquire the transmitting channel knowledge, it needs the
feedback from the destination node. Perfect timing synchronization among all the relays is even more costly,
especially in dynamic mobile networks. As a result, although transmit-beamforming can achieve the highest destination SNR, the cost of cooperation overhead in acquiring perfect channel information and synchronization
may compromise such a gain to a large extent. Under this
consideration, the less stringent channel and timing synchronization requirement in our AF cooperative framework is in fact one of the special advantages. Later, we
will show that our framework also leads to more succinct
relay optimization rules and more efficient distributed
algorithm implementation.
From (5), (4) and (1), the destination node’s received
signal xd  n  in the second phase is a mixture of the information signal s  n  and the noises of all the relaying
nodes and the destination node
xd  n 
Pi
g 0i P01 s  n   i , N 1 
2

i 1
E  xi  n  


 h0i  n   i , N 1   hi , N 1  n   i , N 1 
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where  d2 is the noise power of the destination in the
second phase. We assume  d2   N2 1 for notational simplicity, although our results can be easily extended to include the other case.
The destination node can use the optimal maximum ratio combining (MRC) to combine the signals xN 1  n  in
(1) and xd  n  in (5) received during the two phases.
From (3) and (8), the overall destination SNR is thus

   d   N 1.

The multiple-relay selection problem can be formulated
to maximize (9) by choosing appropriate transmission
powers Pi , for i  1, , N , i.e.,
arg max  .

If Pi  0 , then the node i is not selected as relay.
Note that from (3) and (8) it is easy to see that the source
node should always transmit at full power, i.e.,
P01  P02  P0 , in both phases, in order to maximize the
destination SNR  .

3. Optimal Selection of Relays
3.1. Optimal Relays and Destination SNR
To simplify the notation, we define the ratio of each
node’s transmission power to its maximum available
transmission power as
zi 

Pi
, i  1, , N .
Pi

ij 

Pi
vi  n   i , N 1 
2

i 1
E  xi  n  


 hi , N 1  n   i , N 1   vd  n  .
N

  gi , N 1

We assume that all AWGNs vi  n  are independent
from each other and from the source signal s  n  . Without loss of generality, we also assume that the random
channel coefficients hij  n  and the random propagation
delays  i , N 1 are sufficiently mutually independent. Then,
we can derive the SNR of the signal xd  t  in (7) as
N
P
 gi , N 1 g P i   2 g0i P01  g0, N 1P02
i
0 i 01
 d  i 1 N
,
(8)
Pi
 gi , N 1 g P   2  i2   d2
i 1
0 i 01
i
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(11)

Then 0  zi  1 . Note that for the source node we
have z01  z02  1 . We define

N

 g 0, N 1 P02 s  n   0, N 1 

(10)

0  Pi  Pi

  gi , N 1

(7)

(9)

Pi gij

(12)

 2j

as the nominal SNR of the edge  i, j  when the node i
transmits at full power to j . Because the source node
always transmits at full power in the first phase, the received signal’s SNR of each node i equals to the
nominal SNR, i.e.,

 i   0i , i  1, , N  1.

(13)

Following [10], after some straight-forward deductions
we can rewrite (8) into
N

d 

 0, N 1    0i
i 1
N

i , N 1
zi
1   0i

i , N 1
zi
i 1 1   0 i

1 

,

(14)

and the overall destination SNR is    d   0, N 1 . The
optimal relay selection problem (10) is thus reduced to

z


i



: i  1, , N  arg max  d .
0 zi 1

(15)
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The optimization (14)-(15) is a linear fractional programming, which can be solved by many efficient linear
programming algorithms [18]. Nevertheless, closed-form
solutions are more desirable if available. For this purpose,
we notice that the optimization problem (15) is similar to
that of [10], even though in this paper we have considered the more general frequency-selective fading channels and have allowed the relay nodes to have different
maximum transmission powers.
Considering the optimization results of [10], we can
immediately obtain the following optimal resolution to
(15)
N
  j , N 1

  0i   0, N 1
1, if    0 j   0i 
1  0 j
z 
j 1
0, otherwise


i



 max 0, x .

N





(17)

(18)

 

(19)

which in fact includes all the nodes with SNR no less
than that of the node k . Assume that the node K  is
the valid relay with the smallest SNR  K    0 K 
among all the valid relays. Then the optimal overall SNR
of the destination is     d   N 1 where
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 d 

1



 

iI K 

i

i , N 1
1 i


  1 i , N1
i
iI  K 

(20)

.

As extreme cases, if
max  i   N 1 ,

(21)

1i  N

then there is no valid relay, and the overall SNR is
  2 N 1 . On the other hand, if

 N 1    j  j , N 1 1   j 
N

j 1
N

1    j , N 1 1   j 

1i  N

(22)

,

j 1

is monotony non-increasing for x  0 . Because
f  0   0 and lim x f  x   0 , there exists an x
such that f x  0 . Therefore, if  0i  x , then we
have f   0i   0 . Considering the condition in (16), we
find that all the nodes with  0i  x should be selected
as relays. What is more, if a node k is a relay (i.e.,
 k   0 k  x ), then all the other nodes with larger SNR
 i   k must be relays as well because  0i   i  x .
We define all the nodes satisfying  0i  x as valid
relay, and the other nodes as invalid relay since they
should not be selected as relays.
Define the node set

I  k   i :  0i   0 k , i  1, , N 

 N 1 

(16)

For each node, we can use (16) to determine whether it
should participate in relaying, and to determine the associated relaying power. The optimal solution shows that
each node either relays with full transmission power or
does not participate in relaying, i.e., zi  1 or 0 only.
There is no fractional zi . Such a result has great significance in practice because we do not need to pay extra
efforts to determine the optimal transmission power for
each node.
It is easy to verify that the function
j , N 1
  0, N 1  x
f  x      0 j  x 
0 j

1
j 1
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where the function
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then all nodes are valid relays.
Unfortunately, (16) needs all nodes’ information (or
global CSI) in a complex way to determine whether a
node is valid relay. This is obviously inconvenient and
costly for real implementation. We prefer more efficient,
and especially distributed implementation, of the relay
nodes selection. For this purpose, we need better relay
selection rules. Fortunately, the following result shows
that the task can be simplified to just compare a node’s
SNR to the destination SNR instead.
Proposition 1. A node k is valid relay, i.e.,
k  I K  , if and only if  k   d .
Proof. First, if a node k is valid relay, we have
 k   0 k   0 K  and we need to prove  k   d . Consider the node K  and the condition in (16). We have

 



N

  0i  0 K
i 1





 i , N 1      0, N 1 ,
0K
 1 
0i

(23)

which can be easily changed to

 0, N 1 



 

iI K 

 0i


i , N 1
i , N 1 
. (24)
  0 K  1  
 iI K  1   0i 
1   0i
 




Because  0, N 1   N 1 and  0i   i for any i , we
can rewrite (24) into

 N 1 
0 K  



 

iI K 

i

 i , N 1
1  i


1   i , N 1
1  i
iI  K  

.

(25)

This is in fact just  0 K    d . Therefore
 k   0K    d .
Next, if  k   d , we need to show that the node k is

a valid relay. Assume k 
instead. Considering
I K
the fact
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 k , N 1
1  k
 d 
 k , N 1
1  k
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  i   d  1 i , N1   d   N 1.

k

(26)





 k k , N 1   N 1    i i , N 1 
1  k 
1  i 
iI  K  



 k , N 1 

 1   i , N 1 
1   k  iI  K   1   i 



.

(27)

 

3.2. Distributed Iterative Algorithm
The Proposition 1 shows that the optimal destination
SNR  d during the second phase can be a sole threshold to determine whether a node is valid relay. No
other information, especially other candidate nodes’ information, is needed. Therefore, the candidate nodes do
not have to share information by handshaking. This can
greatly reduce the cooperation overhead.
However, the problem is that  d is available only
after all the optimal relays have been selected. Fortunately, this “chicken-and-egg” dilemma can be resolved
in practice thanks to the following proposition.
Proposition 2. If a mixture of valid and invalid relays
are participating in relaying, the following holds:
1) Adding an extra valid relay can further increase
destination SNR;
2) If the invalid relay  has the smallest SNR  
among all the current relaying nodes and all the nodes in
I    are participating in relaying, then the destination
SNR  d    .
Proof. The Statement 1) can be proved easily following (26) and (27) because any valid relay has SNR larger
than  d . We can prove the Statement 2) by contradiction. Assume     d instead. First, the destination
SNR is now

The Equation (28) can be changed to
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.



  0i  0  1 i , N1

iI   

(28)

  0    0, N 1.

(30)

0i

Since all the nodes in I    are participating in relaying, the Equation (30) can be re-written as
N

   0i   0 



i 1

According to (14), the Equation (27) means that using
the node k as an extra relay (i.e., the relay set is now
k  I K  ) can further increase destination SNR, a
contradiction to the fact that  d is maximum. The
proposition is thus proved.


 N 1    i i , N 1
 i
1
iI   
.
d 

1   i , N 1
iI    1   i

(29)

i

Replacing  i by  0i , and because  d      0 , we
obtain

and combining it with (20) (by adding nominator with
nominator, and adding denominator with denominator), it
is easy to show that

 d 

iI   

 i , N 1
1   0i

  0   0, N 1.

(31)

According to (16), we find that the node  is a valid
relay, which is a contradiction to the fact that the node 
is an invalid relay. 
The Proposition 2 indicates that a node i can
determine by itself whether to participate in relaying by
comparing its received signal’s SNR  i to the destination’s current SNR  d of the second phase. If it is a
valid relay, it will increase  d further by joining in relaying. Otherwise, its SNR will be smaller than the destination SNR. This is extremely convenient for distributed
implementation, because we just require the destination
node to periodically broadcast its SNR. There is no need
of any other handshaking among the nodes or the feedback of channel information from the receiving nodes to
the transmitting nodes. This drastically reduces the overhead and is also robust to dynamic change of the network
caused by node movement or node failure.
We propose the following distributed iterative algorithm for the self-selection of multiple relays. With this
algorithm, each node i recursively estimates its probability pi  t  of participating in relaying, and determine
whether participating in relaying according to this probability.

Distributed Algorithm for Self-Selection of Multiple
Relays
During each iteration t  0,1,,
1) The destination node estimates and broadcasts its
SNR  d  t  of the second phase;
2) Each node i estimates its own SNR  i  t  ,
and participates in relaying with probability



pi  t   min 1, ci   i  t    d  t   



.

(32)

The parameters ci are some appropriately chosen
constants. They can in fact be set identically to some
large enough constant c0 . We can initiate the algorithm
with a random selection of relays. The proof of the
CN
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convergence of this distributed algorithm is as follows.
Proposition 3. Assume constant nodes SNR  i  t    i
and large enough constants ci , i  1, , N . The algorithm
converges to the optimal solution within N iterations,
i.e., for t  N , we have  d  t    d and
1, if  i  t   
pi  t   

0,if  i  t    d

d

(33)

Proof. Assume that in the  t  1 th iteration some
valid and invalid relays are relaying. In the t th iteration,
the destination node first broadcasts the new SNR
 d  t  1 . For the valid relays i , since  i   d , we have
 i   d  t  1 . Then from (32) we have pi  t   1 if
 i   d  t  1  1 ci is satisfied.
Consider those invalid relays i that relayed in the
last iteration. If  i   d  t  1 now, we have pi  t   0
according to (32), which means they cease relaying.
Then we just need to consider the group of invalid relays
that are still relaying in this t th iteration. Specifically,
we consider the node  with the smallest SNR in this
group. Obviously,     d  t  1 . According to Proposition 2, in the next iteration we should have     d  t  .
Therefore the node  will stop relaying from the next
iteration, i.e., p  t  1  0 . This procedure is repeated
until all the nodes in this group are eliminated.
Since at least one invalid relays is eliminated during
each iteration, the algorithm needs at most N iterations
to converge to the optimal solution. 
Rapid convergence is critical for this type of distributed algorithms because the overhead of SNR broadcasting and invalid relay transmission can be much reduced. In most cases our algorithm can in fact converge
much faster than N , or within much less than N iterations, because in each iteration there are usually multiple
candidate relays (rather than one) that can determine correctly whether to participate in relaying. As a matter of
fact, all valid relays and a big portion of invalid relays
can be determined within the first several iterations.
There are usually only a small portion of invalid relays
within the third group (as specified in the proof of the
Proposition 3), and more than one of them may be eliminated duration each iteration.
This situation is especially true when the network is
time-varying. For example, when some nodes leave or
join the network, since the destination SNR is already in
a high value, only several nodes may need to adjust their
relaying status. This means the destination node needs to
broadcast its SNR in-frequently, or even occasionally
only. This makes our algorithm much more efficient than
most of the centralized or existing distributed algorithms.
In addition, the fast convergence makes our algorithm
work effectively in time-varying environment, such as
highly mobile wireless networks.
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Our simulations indicate that a sufficiently large c0
or ci works well. We can in fact just let

pi  t   sign   i  t    d  t    ,


(34)

where sign   is the signum function. Note that in this
case, the algorithm becomes a deterministic algorithm
because no probability of relaying is actually involved.
Nevertheless, using ci with limited value provides us
a flexible way to control the contribution of valid relays.
For those valid relays with very small  i   d , since
their contribution to the destination SNR is small, sometimes we may prefer to use some limited ci to block
them from relaying. This special technique can be tailored
to strike a balance between maximizing destination SNR
and minimizing relay’s power consumption or other criteria.
In practical implementation, the destination node should
broadcast the SNR at lower enough data rate in order for
all the nodes to receive such information successfully,
especially for those with small  N 1,i . On the other hand,
if a weak feedback channel  N 1,i means a weak forward channel  i , N 1 according to channel reciprocity,
the elimination of those valid relays with small  i , N 1
does not degrade the destination SNR too much. Therefore, the destination node can use the broadcast data rate
to block this type of nodes from relaying as well. These
two special techniques may be applied jointly to adjust
the number of relays selected in practice.

4. Simulations
We simulated a random wireless ad hoc network of
N  2 nodes with N relay candidate nodes. The nodes’
positions were randomly generated within a square of
1000  1000 meters. The nominal edge SNR was calculated as  ij  108 dij2.6 where dij was the propagation
distance. Source and destination nodes were fixed with
distance d 0, N 1  1000 meters unless otherwise stated.
In the first experiment, we simulated our new algorithm (“Dist. Alg.”) and the optimal analytical results (20)
(“Optimal”). Note that we stopped our new algorithm at
just N  1 iterations. We compared them with the schemes using a single optimal relay (“Single Relay”) [1] or
using all the N relay nodes (“Use All Node”) transmitting at full power. As performance measure, we consider
the average of destination node’s SNR over randomly
generated network setting. 10,000 runs of the simulations
were conducted to find the average SNR. The simulation
results in Figure 2 show that our distributed algorithm
converges to the optimal solutions perfectly. Both the
proposed distributed algorithm and the analysis results
are correct. In addition, the optimal selection of all the
valid relays has performance much better than either using a single relay or using all the relays non-optimally.

CN

Next, for N  30 , we ran our distributed algorithm in
20 randomly generated networks and sketched the convergence of the destination SNR (normalized by the optimal SNR) in Figure 3. It can be clearly seen that our
algorithm converges rapidly within about 6 iterations
only. Note that it is much less than N  30 , the size of
the network and the upper-limit of the convergence speed
suggested in Proposition 3.
The average number of valid relays for random wireless networks with various number of relay candidates
N was simulated and shown in Figure 4. We simulated
two different scenarios: fixed source/destination location,
and randomly generated source/destination location. In
the former case, since most of the relay candidates were
14
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Figure 2. Average destination SNR as functions of number
of relay candidates.
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Figure 5. Cooperation overhead in wireless networks with
various number of relay candidates.

in the middle between the source and destination, the average number of valid relays was relative higher. However, in both cases, only a small portion of candidate
nodes were valid relays.
Finally, we simulated the cooperation overhead of our
proposed distributed algorithm under various number of
relay candidates N . We compared it to the “Centralized” algorithm where each relay candidate broadcasted
its own channel information to a central node. We also
compared it to the other two distributed algorithms proposed in [4,5]. Except our algorithm, all the other three
algorithms require channel estimation and channel information feedback. Note that the other three algorithms are
not iterative algorithms. We assumed that the transmission of a parameter required a special handshaking message. We used the average number of message exchanges
among the nodes as the cooperation overhead measure.
The simulation results are shown in Figure 5. It clearly
shows that the cooperation overhead of our proposed algorithm is much smaller, even less than N , while all
the other three algorithms are larger than N . This demonstrates the extremely high efficiency of our proposed
algorithm.

30

Figure 3. Rapid convergence of the proposed distributed
algorithm.
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5. Conclusion
For a dual-hop amplify-and-forward cooperative network,
we give analytical results of the optimal selection of all
possible relays, and develop a distributed algorithm for
multiple-relay self-selection. This algorithm is efficient
with extremely low overhead, and can converge to the
optimal solution rapidly within finite number of iterations. Simulations are conducted to verify the superior
performance of the proposed algorithm.
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